Guide for Citing Resources — MLA Style


Works Cited items are listed alphabetically at the end of the research paper. In the body of the paper these items are referred to using Parenthetical references.

For additional examples, please refer to the MLA Handbook available in the Reference collections in Main Library; Education, Human Ecology, Psychology, and Social Work Library; and other Ohio State University Libraries.

Book (one author)


Parenthetical:  (Johnson 176)

Book (two to three authors)


Parenthetical:  (Leakey and Leakey 12)

Item from a Library Database


Parenthetical:  (Clark)

E-Mail Communication

Works Cited:  Grisham, John. E-mail to the author. 14 July 2002.

Parenthetical:  (Grisham)

Note:

To view other electronic or Internet citations, see: MLA Style: Frequently Asked Questions <http://www.mla.org/>
Anthology

Parenthetical: (McNally xv)

Work in an Anthology

Parenthetical: (James 47)

Encyclopedia Article*

Parenthetical: (“Magna Carta”)

Journal Article*

Parenthetical: (Myerson 199)

Magazine Article*

Parenthetical: (Cook 28)

Newspaper Article*

Parenthetical: (Johnston F3)

Review*

Parenthetical: (Barth)

Work of Art (photograph of)

Parenthetical: (Ingres)

Television Program

Parenthetical: (“Popularity of Fur”)

Sound Recording (CD)

Parenthetical: (Copland)

* For articles and other items located using an online database, see citation style under "Item from a Library Database" on the back of the guide.